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Participation in Selection. Allocation and Placement of Crude and Refined Products 

Petroleum – Proper Selection of Supply and Exit participation  
Integrity Petroleum and Logistics, LLC (IPL) is a Florida based diversified 
consultancy serving both international and US based private and public 
sector clients.  IPL offers clients leadership in strategy development and
stakeholder relationship management with additional capabilities in areas 
such as: logistics, product analysis and complete cycle support.  

IPL focuses on key sectors such as: Supply Selection, Financial Partnering and  
Logistics for Crude and Refined Petroleum Products.  IPL’s diverse group of  
associates bring decades of deep knowledge, experience and leadership in 
advising and supporting clients as they contemplate and address complex 
issues such as analysis, acquisition and deployment of logistical support, .  
Providing solutions with relationships in place that generally require large 
investment minimizing risk while enhancing opportunities is a true value add, 
providing years of vetted success’s on the acquisition and offtake. 

IPL’s effectiveness demonstrates the ability to quickly, proactively and 
thoroughly understand client needs and goals providing a “road map” for 
it’s intellectual and relationship resources to support clients’ progress toward 
large impact objectives.  Logistics being on of the key components of our 
success allows our valued clients comfort and reliability are being planned 
and anticipated through many years of logistical experience.  There are 
many obvious underlying components to a successful relationship, but what 
matters is making it happen with integrity, proper planning and execution.
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Petroleum Trading
With increasing demand and pressures on all major 
resource sectors, there has never been a more 
appropriate need for a reliable solution driven provider 
and diverse delivery mechanisms.  These are the primary 
elements driving the business model of Integrity 
Petroleum and Logistics, LLC in various sectors with high 
efficiency within pricing and delivery requirements 
satisfying our clients one at a time.  Each client being 
very important, we have a commitment to insure 
personalized service with a tireless work ethic placing 
honesty and integrity as a primary emphasis in addition 
to our strong beliefs in our personal selves.

Integrity Petroleum and Logistics, LLC (IPL) is a Florida 
based diversified Company serving International and US 
based clients of all needs in partnership with several 
large partners with complete dedication and execution 
of tasks ranging from the most simple to difficult in 
scope.  Our primary emphasis is to make all transactions 
transparent to our clients through expertise in Logistical 
Planning, Allocation Execution, Product Negotiation, 
Redundancy Planning and proper partnering providing 
a consistent prosperous customer service model.
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Our Core Values

1) Integrity   2) Foster Growth and Knowledge    3) Have Fun!    4) Create an amazing experience for you    
5) Speed to Respond    6) Seek wise counsel   7) Respect, Listen and Stay Balanced    
8) Committed to Serve 9) Consistent, Honest Communication    10) Family Focused

At IPL, we strongly believe the way we do things is just as important as what we do.  Every employee is guided by our Core 
Values, which form a foundation on which we work and conduct ourselves.  These values are not descriptions of the work we 
do as a company or the strategies we employ to accomplish our mission; they underlie our work, how we interact with each 

other and guide us in determining how to best serve our customers, employees and local communities. 

Mission
Our business operates with ethical and moral awareness in the oil and gas value chain.  Our profitability is a result of our 

consistent ability to combine precision and intelligence while supplying regions with the quality and quantity necessary to 
meet consumer demands.

Vision
We aspire to be a closely integrated, high performing and success driven petroleum trading and logistics company that 
consistently provides superior service and creates value for our customers without compromising our commitment to be 

socially and environmentally responsible.

Principles
Longevity is the true measure of a business success.  This is accomplished by establishing a foundation built with strong moral 

and ethical values.  We implement transparent management processes, practice the highest safety, environmental and 
security standards, and respect the rights of all individuals.
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Conclusion:
Integrity Petroleum and Logistics, LLC is a company built as result of many years of dedication and 
proper selection of employees, consultants, suppliers and clients.  With such a delicate balance, 
coupled with proper professionals, it allows a very personal relationship with each participant 
throughout the entire supply chain.  Therefore, we can accommodate our challenges together through 
demand, not necessity or unrealistic goals.  We are proud of our founders; Donald Swanson – Michael 
Spence – .  In addition to the aforementioned, we have a commitment to administratively provide 24/7 
support for any questions or solutions as our entire structure has committed such work ethics.  Finally, it is 
our moral compass that guides our business, your opinion is paramount through all stages of the 
acquisition to completion and we always value constructive or positive feedback.  We all strive for such 
communication.  We collectively thank you in advance for your ongoing confidence in Integrity 
Petroleum and Logistics, LLC, and look forward to a mutually beneficial relationship with integrity and 
longevity. 

Respectfully,

Donald Swanson
Integrity Petroleum and Logistics, LLC
815-529-5650
don@integritypetro.com “Price is what you pay…value is what you get.”

-Warren Buffett


